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						As the global population grows increasingly focused on quality of life, many are also taking an active role in monitoring and improving their own health. Simultaneously, therapy advances are driving biotechs closer to the patient. These trends will inevitably create a paradigm shift in the interaction between patient and innovator. As such, investment in technologies that enable large-scale data analysis and more personalized therapies will strengthen. Additional biotech trends include cost pressures from payers and aggressive, targeted M&A activity which will force biotechs to optimize their operations to remain competitive in an evolving marketplace.

PERSONALIZED MEDICINE

President Obama’s announcement of the Precision Medicine Initiative this year emphasizes the importance of employing patient data to develop personalized medical solutions. Personalized Evidence Based Medicine

(EBM) uses diagnostic testing on patients to analyze genetic, cellular or molecular data to identify biomarkers, predict future illnesses and proactively treat them. A growing number of companies are leveraging personalized therapies, such as t-cell based personalized immunotherapies and oncogenomics, to treat conditions in a customized way. However, this shift may present challenges with intellectual property rights, reimbursement policies and patient privacy.

REGENERATIVE MEDICINE

With FDA and global regulatory agencies emphasizing stringent proof of clinical efficacy and innovation, companies exploring regenerative medicine are experiencing complicated and, in many cases, unclear regulatory pathways. Organovo, however, recently valued at $500 million, has achieved FDA approval and reached market commercialization with their 3D-printed human liver tissue preclinical drug assay. Biotechs investing in regenerative medicine (whether cell modifying, allogeneic, or autologous treatments) should evaluate factors such as: patent risks, regulatory pathways and dialog, reproducible GMPs, necessary yields and manufacturing scale, handling and storage approaches, and marketing & payer strategies.

SOCIAL MEDIA

Patients use social media for treatment information, to seek usage advice, and to provide feedback on therapy experiences. This begs the attention of biotechs, investors and regulators. As such, the FDA has published industry guidelines for corporate social media engagement. How biotechs interact with patients on social platforms will demand both

an offensive and defensive strategy.  Roche and Regeneron have published social media policies to mitigate the likelihood of noncompliance, the effects of which Chimerix has already exemplified. In 2015, as social media continues to impact public perception, biotechs will need to develop concrete guidelines for how they will engage in social media.

To read more about the Biotech Industry Trends, download the PDF below.
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		Standing Up an Integration Management Office (IMO) for a Consumer Products Post-Merger Integration

		
			
									The integration of two entities following a merger is a complex endeavor that demands strategic coordination and meticulous planning. Central ...
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		Exploring The Role of Financial Modeling in Scenario Planning

		
			
									Financial modeling plays a pivotal role in scenario planning and the development and evaluation of alternative strategic paths for any ...
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		Key Questions to Ask Your QMS Software Vendor

		
			
									Selecting the right Quality Management System (QMS) can play a key role in the long-term success of a quality organization. ...
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